
Some are set up to help specific causes, like local youth, sports and recreation, or mental health. Others are “donor advised,” 
which means the donors take part in selecting which projects they’d like to support each year. We also hold unrestricted 
funds, which we direct to each community’s most urgent needs.

Every fund is vital and helps local residents live better lives. Every fund is also evidence of a kind and generous heart.

In 2019 we were thrilled to welcome eight new funds, including these:

Tobin Schlegel is a proud farmer – the 
sixth generation of his family to operate his 
home farm, located just east of Tavistock. 
He also comes from a family with a long 
history of philanthropy and giving back to 
its community.

Tobin says he and his wife, Erin, had 
already been actively supporting several 
charities, including an organization 
providing micro loans in developing 
nations. But they wanted to do something 
local, too. Something that would allow 
them to celebrate the ties they had to a 
community they loved.

“We knew our region Stratford had a lot of 
diverse needs, and wanted our giving to go 
where it was needed the most,” says Erin.

An unrestricted fund was the perfect 
choice. This sort of fund gives the 
Foundation flexibility to direct fund 
proceeds to wherever they are needed most 
in any given year. 

“We wanted to give without tying the 
hands of the organization, and we 
have confidence in the Foundation’s 
management. We’re happy to invest in our 
community through them,” says Tobin.

new FUnDS
Your community foundation holds dozens of funds 

Giving in our own backyard

TOBIn AnD eRIn SCHLeGeL FAMILY FUnD
Fund Type: Unrestricted      Established: October, 2019

~ Tobin Schlegel, fund holder

“Showing our kids the importance of giving back is a real 
priority for us. Establishing a fund that lets the Community 
Foundation do its best work is a great way to do this.”

From left: Kaelynn, Tobin, Gavin, Abigail and Erin 
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